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Calendar of events
Events for TCRCM
Every Thursday, 12:00– Lunch at Sterling’s
restaurant on the river in Richland
 July 16, 6:00 “Christmas

party”

at Sterling’s on Queensgate. This is purely

Events for Red Apple Flyers
5201 4th Street SE
East Wenatchee 98802
 July 31-August 1 Cubs and Cousins
 August 27th - 29th- NWSAM Champion-

ship
social. Family and friends are welcome. Please
 September 11-12 Warbirds Over
RSVP if possible to John so we can have plenty of
Wenatchee
seating.
 Wednesday Float Flying at the Mudhole
below Wye
Park, wind
and weather
permitting.

Events for Yakima Valley Aero Modelers
Ben’s Strip, 3513 Cheyne Road, Zillah,
WA
 September 17-19, Fall Classic

Events for Weavers Airfield
2395 Hampton Road, Othello, WA








July 2-4, Independence Day Hangout
July 16-18- Wings Over WA FPV
August 13-15 Hot-Lift Aerotow
September 2-5 Huckfest
September 11-13 Lapse Rate Aerotow
September 25-27 Heli Fall Fly
October 23-25 Season Ender

Think of all the
club members
you know. Now
think about the
ones you haven’t
seen in a while.
So... I know some
of you have a
hard time talking
on the phone, but
find a way to
reach out and
check on club
members. Find
out if they are on
vacation, sick,
sick of the hobby,
or just taking a
break. Please invite them to come
to our Christmas
Party @ Quensgate Sterlings July 16 @ 6PM or
get together at the
field. You might
just make their
day.
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President’s Message

This time of year is also an opportunity to encourage you to think
about serving in a leadership position in the club. We know the
organization succeeds when all members contribute as they can.
Covid restrictions are now over! In an- So, be thinking about how you may be able to serve. More info to
ticipation of getting back to normal
follow.
and maybe some regular club meetHope to see everyone July 16 and at the field!
ings, we are having our “annual meetJohn
ing” Friday, July 16. This will be a
family event so invite family and
friends and let them meet the folks you
hang out with.

We’ll meet at 6:00 PM at Sterlings,
Queensgate. Please let me know if
you’re coming and the number of guests. That will make sure we
have plenty of seats for everyone.
We don’t have a formal program planned, just an evening together.
If any essential announcements need to be made, we’ll do that, but
otherwise, all social.

Reminder: You can recycle your old batteries.
Give them to Scott Page. He will discharge them and
make the leads unusable prior to recycling.

We’ve just gone through a record heat wave for this time of year;
even the north breeze was hot! Hope everyone stayed cool. The
days I went out most folks left by 11:00. Hopefully the heat will
abate and we’ll have a good July for flying.
Bob is running the sprinklers every night so maybe the grass will
not be too withered.
If you would like instruction, coaching, maiden flights, radio setup, etc. be sure to contact an instructor to set up a mutual time.
This will allow the instructor to make full use of the time to give
you the information you need. Both of your times will be profitable.
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Safety Message

by R. Scott Page

In 2018 Congress mandated the FAA create a mandatory test
for all operators of UAS (Unmanned Aerial Systems or Model
Aircraft) to pass in order to operate model aircraft in the National Airspace. Long story short – that test is now available
online @ https://www.modelaircraft.org/trust .

What you need to know:
1. Currently the website is VERY SLOW. Some pages will fail
to load – if you refresh the page it will then load. (I anticipate this will be corrected in time).
2. After passing the test you never have to take it again, unless you lose the .pdf certificate you receive at the conclusion of the test.
3. The test is free of charge.
4. The test refers to all model aircraft as “drones” – regardless of the type of model.
5. There are 20 multiple choice and True/False questions.
If you miss an answer, you will have an opportunity to
retry that question without penalty.
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6. Passing this test is required to fly at AMA fields and anywhere in the National Airspace.
7. The test collects no other personally identifiable data. Reported results do not include your name, club affiliation
etc. Your name is requested only for generation of
the .pdf certificate.
8. Keep your certificate in perpetuity to demonstrate successful
completion of the test. I recommend keeping a copy of the certificate image on your cell phone,
along with an image of your AMA
card, and probably proof of insurance in case you get busted for speeding on the way
to the flying field.
9. Upon request of law enforcement or FAA, operators of
model aircraft must be able to provide proof of completion of this test AND FAA registration. Club officers (of
TCRCM) will not be auditing membership compliance
with Federal requirements.
10. If you have test anxiety – don’t
worry – it’s the easiest hoop you’ll
ever jump through.
11. I finished the test in 11
minutes and 8 seconds. – Easy
Peasy.
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The Circle of Flight

and I don’t mean loops.

Float flying at the Mudhole in the Richland Wye attracts
many visitors– human and wild. We hear comments like I have
never seen such a thing or I used to do that. Almost every float
flying session we have someone watching from the offices
across Columbia Park Trail and they are drawn to the river.
One Wednesday we
were visited by former club member
Jerry Wallace. He
was intrigued
watching John P.
prepare his plane
for the water. Jerry
mentioned that he
built a plane EXACTLY like that for Rob O. John was startled
and looked up because he had purchased his plane from Rob O
in 2011. Jerry explained we could tell if it was the one he built
because he put a
sticker on the bottom that said, “If
you can read this
turn me over.” We
all had a good
chuckle.
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Glow | Gas | Electric | Equivalent Chart
2 stroke

4 stroke*

Gas**

Electric

Aircraft
Weight (lbs)
(scale aircraft)

(cu-in)

(cc)

(cu-in)

(cc)

(cu-in)

Watts

0.40

6.55

0.53

8.74

10.00

800

0.46

7.64

0.61

10.05

11.31

920

0.61

10.00

0.81

13.33

15.00

1200

0.75

12.29

1.00

16.39

18.44

1500

0.90

14.75

1.20

19.66

20.23

1800

1.00

16.39

1.33

21.85

24.58

2000

1.20

19.66

1.60

26.22

30.00

2400

1.40

22.94

1.87

30.59

34.41

2800

1.60

26.22

2.13

34.96

40.00

3200

1.80

29.50

2.40

39.33

44.25

3600

2.00

32.77

2.67

43.70

50.00

4000

6-9

10-12

13-15

16-19

18-25

* 4 stroke engines are approximately 30% larger in displacement (cc’s) than 2 strokes of equivalent power and can swing larger props.
** Gas engines are approximately 50% larger in displacement (cc’s) than 2 strokes of equivalent power. Use the manufacturers recommended props.
Electric motor power is stated in watts. 750 watts = 1 horsepower. An easy way to estimate power needs for RC hobby applications is to use the watts/
pound rule.

50-70 watts per pound light powered gliders, basic park flyers and trainers, classic biplanes and vintage ('Old Timer') type planes.
100 watts per pound for sport flying,
150 for aggressive aerobatics, EDF Jets, Pattern flying.
200 watts per pound for extreme3D flying.

Always check your models power requirements.
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Decoding A Standard Brushless Motor

Printed Numbers: x2204S-16 and KV:2300, some details are vendor specific, but the internationally accepted parts are the 4
digit dimension code and the KV rating.
2204: Represents the dimensions of the motor case and splits into 2 parts; the first two numbers are diameter; the last 2
numbers are height. This number may be in the middle of other letters and model numbers but is easily distinguished
as 4 separate numbers.
From the SunnySky above we get:
22mm for the diameter
04mm for the height
KV:2300: KV states the relationship between volts and RPM. This is the no-load measurement
so adding props will reduce the actual RPM observed. KV is a good way to determine the
max RPM your motor can achieve. A lower KV means more torque as per volt more energy
is needed per revolution, a high KV motor will spin fast but have less strength. It can be
challenging to get the perfect motor for your setup, so we recommend you first try a recommended configuration.
From the SunnySky above we get:
KV2300 means the motor will spin 2300RPM per volt applied to the motor.
Other specifications to keep in mind when choosing a motor include
Shaft Diameter (when collet is used)
Prop Adapter Hub (for correct hole size in prop)
Motor Weight
Recommended battery voltage (# cells)
Recommended ESC amperage
Recommended prop size
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Who am I?
Double high fives if you
can name all three .

Friday, July 16, 2021, 6:00
Christmas party at Sterling’s on Queensgate.
Ugly holiday sweaters are optional!

Last month’s mystery person
was David Holland.

Timmy Hanstine represents Northwest RC
while flying at Weavers Field in Othello.
According to his father/the owner/Tim, the
floodgates have opened with three containers that just arrived. Check out their new
inventory.
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The winner of the
battery drawing this
month is Dan Royer.
Congratulations!

Last month’s results:
The average number
of functional aircraft
is 9.8 per pilot with a
range 2 to 30.

It goes without saying not to leave children
or pets in a car in weather like this. The
same applies to Lipo batteries. Not only is
temperature above 140 degrees harmful to
the lifespan of the battery, excessive heat
CAN cause a charged Lipo to go into
"thermal runaway"... thus ruining an otherwise good day.
July 2021
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Setting up FrSky S6R and
S8R receivers by Scott Page
Introduction
S6R and S8R receivers from FrSky operate with any transmitter which uses ACCST protocol. This includes Transmitters
from FrSky, Jumper, RadioMaster and others. The S6R and S8R
receivers are essentially the same, and are programmed in exactly the same way. The S6R has 6 channels and does not have
the RSSI or SBUS connectors. Each receiver has a built in three
-axis accelerometer and three-axis gyroscope, and can be configured for a conventional model layout, a delta wing or a Vtail configuration. In the conventional model layout, there are
four flight modes, stabilization, automatic level, hover and
knife-edge. In practice, few if any pilots use the hover or knifeedge modes. The four modes are all switchable from the transmitter, and all can be switched off so the receiver operates as a
standard receiver. The delta wing and V-tail configurations only allow stabilization and automatic level. In each mode, gain is
controlled by a knob or slider on the transmitter. The quick
mode only allows stabilization and automatic level. The receivers are shipped configured with quick mode, and that’s all
most folks ever want.

This is only the first paragraph of a nine page
guide to setting up the SXR receivers, If this article
interests you, read the complete article attached to
the newsletter.
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Click here to enter the drawing
for a free Lipo battery!

Want more control over
application of wood glue?
Can’t reach that hard to
repair spot? Large gauge
hypodermic needle and
syringe is the solution. For
thicker glues such as wood
glue draw the glue into the
syringe before putting on
the needle. This method
works great for CA too.
www.tcrcm.com

Basic Quick Fix Mixing Tips
by Michael Wargo

benefit by not requiring adjustments complicating the maneuver.
I need to say there is a much more complex and comprehensive way to properly trim an aircraft for competitive IMAC and
F3A flying, or for the pilot looking for extreme precision and
performance. The following is a simple way to get tremendous
benefit with just a few minutes effort.
Here’s how it’s done:

None of us would consider flying an airplane that is not
trimmed for level flight. Even though all surfaces are level, we
still need to trim the plane to fly straight and level. Due to imperfections in building, airframe twist or incidence problems,
nearly all will require trim. C.O.G. and design issues also cause
problems that require adjustments. We all understand this
need and make adjustments to keep the plane flying without
input in level flight. So why do most pilots fly planes not
trimmed on knife edge. It is just as easy to do; we just have to
know how. There are 3 profound reasons to do this apart from
the obvious: First, if you plan to roll the airplane and want
those rolls axial, especially when going slowly, it will track
straighter. Second, when applying the rudder for any maneuver, the plane will react as expected without unwanted results.
Finally, any precision flying you do, or flat rudder turns will
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Rudder P>Aileron mix Begin with aileron coupling programming. Roll your plane to knife edge and while deflecting right
rudder, note whether it is rolling through the knife edge or
back out when you leave the right stick neutral. Do the same
for the left rudder. At this point, just go to the program mixes
and set the rudder as the
master and aileron as the
slave. If unfamiliar, you
should refer to your radio
manual. You will be setting the value to a positive
or negative percentage to
deflect the aileron in the
direction needed to correct whenever the rudder is deflected. This will cause the aileron to counteract the natural tendencies of the airframe to roll
in or out. A slight roll only requires maybe 2% to 5%, whereas
a hard roll can go very high. Just start at 3% for slight and 10%
for hard and adjust from there until the wings remain at the 90
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Basic Quick Fix Mixing Tips, continued

degree point when you put it there.
Rudder P> Elevator Mix Next, you should fly the plane again
and turn on knife edge in both directions. Simply make note of
whether the plane is pulling toward the canopy or toward the
gear. I personally note that in the first flight so I can make the
first rough mixes all at once. If the plane pulls toward the gear
for instance, you should add an up elevator mix to that rudder
direction, and vice versa when it pulls toward the canopy. At
this point, just go to the program mixes and set the rudder as
the master and elevator as the slave. You will be setting the value to a positive or negative percentage that will deflect the elevator in the proper direction whenever the rudder is deflected.
This will cause the elevator to counteract the natural tendencies of the airframe to pull in or out and fly straight. A slight
tendency to pull one way or the other only requires maybe 2%
to 5% percent, whereas a hard push or pull can go past 10%
easily and even go very high. Just start at 3% for slight and
10% for harder pulling and adjust from there until the plane
can fly straight with no elevator input.
This may take a few flights and a few tries but is very much
worth the effort. When you watch my videos and see how
straight it is flying on the knife edge passes, you will notice I
am not making a ton of adjustments. The plane is just flying
straight on its knife edge. The PA planes require very little mixing, but without it, you have to work harder than necessary. If
you watch my Addiction X video you will see a hand launch on
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knife edge. My right hand isn’t even on the transmitter. This is
only possible because I trust the mix and know it will fly
straight.
This Tip can potentially make even a difficult plane very easy
to knife edge and fly better through the entire flight envelope.
At one point, this simple programming had actually taken a giant 200cc python from a marginal aerobatic flyer ready to be
sold, to an awesome 3d machine in less than 20 minutes.
Please give this a try. You will be very glad you did.

95% of the world's population
has never been on a flight.
That means 7,410,000,000
people have never boarded an
airplane.
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